
LANGUAGE ARTS PERSPECTIVES FOR THE EIGHTIES 

By Julie M. Jensen 

The turn of a decade is an opportune time to reflect on the 

past, assess, the present, and speculate about the future. A look 

at the way past is fused to present can serve as one guide to 

considered future action. 

d · f the nation's During the 1970s we witnessed a rive to re orm 

schools through the elimination of illiteracy and the promotion of 

equal educational opportunity. Because we were told--by sources 

largely outside the educational community--that the solution to 

the problems of schools lay in an industrial model, the literature 

of the 70s also reveals a rhetoric of accountability: back-to

basics, subskills, management s ystems, C/PBTE, systems approache~, 

~s, PERT charts, performance contracts, behavioral ob j ec

tives, vouchers, and assessments at all levels from national to 

local. These parallel emphases continue unabated into the early 

80s. 

Despite the bureaucratic imposition of "movements" that would 

constrain us as English language arts educators, I am sustained in 

spirit by those who think and speak and write expansively about 

Can be,· who can see commonalities in all all a language program 

h recogni·ze students' vast untutored talents; language learners; w o 

· fi·ne literature and other and who value imaginative expression, 

h 1 t d i·n the 70s, and in immeasurables. I see seeds tat were Pane 

some cases long before; that I hope the 80s will nourish. They 

follow in the form of nine perspectives on our profession. 

Pers ectives 

1. A focus on the learner 

That teachers need to know about language·and about students is 

An t o learn about both is to ob-beyond question. important way 

serve and to listen. Researchers, especially in the last decade, 

have begun to document the language abilities of students. They 

have, for example, verified children's mastery during the pre

school years of thousands of words, the sounds, and the basic 
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sentence patterns of the native language. I hope for teachers who 

watch and listen, whose foundation for a language program is 

knowledge of what students bring to instruction. 

2. Learning beyond the class~2..2.~ 

The roots of all the language arts lie outside the school. The 

classroom is but one place where language continues on its life

long course of development. Rache 1 Carson's The Se:nse of Wonder 

is an eloquent statement on learning beyond the classroom, one 

that recounts the experiences she has shared with her young 
nephew, Roger: 

When Roger has visited me in Maine and we have walked in these 
woods I have made no conscious effort to name plants or animals 
nor to explain to him, but have just expressed my own pleasure 
in what we see, calling his attention to this or that but only 
as I would share discoveries with an older person. Later I 
have been amazed at the way names stick in his mind, for when I 
show color slides of my woods plants it is Roger who can identi
fy them. "Oh, that's what Rachel likes--that's bunchberry?" 
Or, "That's juniper but you can't east those green berries--they 
are for the squirrels." I am sure no amount of drill would have 
implanted the names so firmly as just going through the woods in 
the spirit of two friends on an explanation of exciting discov
ery. (1956, p. 18) 

I hope for teachers who are less concerned with language study and 

more concerned with language experience involvement. Language 

knowledge grows from language use. 

3. Leaming in other cultures 

A cross-cultural spirit was a dominant theme of the 1979 Interna

tional Year of the Child. I hope classroom practice in America 

will be increasingly informed by researchers and writers who in 

the last decade have described how students meet writing, reading, 

and other aspects of the language arts in England, Denmark, New 

Zealand, Australia, and elsewhere. Among the books favorably re

ceived in this country are: James Britton _et E's The Development 

of Writing Abilities (11-18) (1975), Marie Clay's Readin g : The 

Patterning of Complex Behavior (1972, 1979), and Michael 

Halliday's Learning How to Mean--E9lorations in the Development 

of Language (1975). 
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4. A view of the range of educational levels 

Good teachers find it insufficient and artificial to know a third 

grade or an eleventh grade curriculum. Language growth is a 

continuous process beginning before and extending beyond formal 

education. I hope for teachers who not only know the language 

development benchmarks each of their students has passed, but who 

are sensitive to probable language demands of the future. 

5. Sharing across disciplines 

To gain knowledge of how language is learned and used, educators 

are becoming increasingly attuned to the theories and methods of 

linguists, neuroscientists, psychologists, philosophers, anthro

pologists, sociologists, and others. Once we have engaged in 

interdisciplinary interaction, we need to identify those aspects 

of newly acquired knowledge which function to help us to teach 

more soundly, as distinct from that knowledge which informs our 

teaching but need not be shared with students. 

6. An integrated curriculum 

I hope for integration of two types, the first being more unified 

teaching of the arts of language. Listening, speaking, reading, 

and writing are not independent skills. Approaches to instruction 

in one which fail to promote use of all are incongruent with de

mands faced by individuals outside an instructional context. A 

second kind of integration occurs between the language arts and 

the several content fields comprising the school curriculum. 

Language is not confined to a designated instructional period: it 

is a significant part of our entire day. Inasmuch as we don't 

talk about talking, or read about reading, or write about writing, 

but rather talk about biology, or read about history, or write 

about baseball, the link between the language arts and the rest of 

the school curriculum is inescapable. 

7. A sense of time 

We can gain insights into our teaching by examining past efforts 

and by hypothesizing about the future, however clouded our crystal 

balls might be. As editor of Language Arts I wanted to help 

teachers crystallize concerns and beliefs. To that end, I created 
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a feature titled "Reflections" for the September 1979 through May 

1980 issues. Contributing each month to the issue's theme were 

national leaders who were asked to reflect on related major de

velopments of the 70s and to speculate on what is in store for the 

80s. While many of the writers looked at the present with dis

tress, none was without hope. I commend the feature to you not 

only for its suggestions on how we can build thoughtfully on long

range accomplishments, but for its reminders that trends, issues, 

and methods evolve over decades. There are no immediate solutions 

to the problems we face. 

8. Cooperation with other professional organizations 

My hopes for an interorganizational perspective have been elevated 

since I began to attend the annual meetings of the International 

Reading Association three years ago. My major purpose was to 

spend several hours each day in the NCTE exhibit booth giving away 

complimentary copies of the journal, h_~uage Arts. As you might 

guess, most passers-by were eager to add more free paper to their 

already overstuffed plastic bags. Some, however, refused the 

offer with variations of the response, "No, thank you. I'm a 

reading teacher." Those individuals disappointed me, since I wish 

for teachers who view their responsibilities broadly, who see 

themselves as teachers of listening, speaking, reading, writing, 

and as sharers of fine literature. Efforts to bring together pro

fessional organizations devoted to language-related outcomes may 

one day help to bring the language arts together. 

Shared concern and knowledge among professional associations is 

evident in two recent cooperative efforts . First, a committee 

with representation from seven national organizations produced a 

statement on reading in the pre-first grade (Interorganizational 

Committee 1977). Members expressed dismay with the growing number 

of highly structured reading programs in pre-kindergarten and 

kindergarten classes, and were concerned with the extent to which 

achievement measures may dictate program content and goals. They 

urged reading experiences that are part of the other language 

arts, experiences in a broad range of connnunication contexts, 
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continuous and appropriate evaluation, and a feeling of success 

and enjoyment of reading. Second, twelve associations expressed 

their collective interest in "a renewed connnitment to a more com

plete and more fulfilling education for all" (Organizations for 

the Essentials of Education 1978). Their brief report is a 

reasoned response both to those who simplistically cry, "Back to 

the Basics," and to those with simplistic solutions to that cry. 

A central concept within the statement is that skills cannot 

develop in isolation from content. 

9. Reaching beyond the profession 

Language educators can benefit from the resources of organizations 

whose primary functions are unrelated to either language or teach

ing. The U.S. Postal Service and NCTE, for example, discovered 

shared goals and jointly developed an appealing and usable publi

cation about letter writing called All About Letters (USPO/NCTE 

19 79). The book's major purpose is mot"ivational. It seeks to 

demonstrate to high school students the practical benefits and 

personal pleasure to be derived from letter writing. A second 

example of reaching out is NCTE's recent cooperation with broad

cast radio. Spot announcements prepared by the Council are being 

heard across the country. Narrator Estelle Parsons stresses that 

"No matter who you are or what you do, your life is affected by 

how well you express yourself in writing." She then urges 

parents--who share with the school a responsibility for their 

children's language development--to send for a free pamphlet "How 

to Help Your Child Become a Better Writer" (NCTE 1980). The 

suggestions contained there are as informative for teachers as for 

parents. 

Unifying Principles 

Certain basic beliefs about helping students to become better 

communicators are implicit in the nine perspectives. You have 

heard these views of language learning over many years, in varying 

contexts, expressed by speakers and writers both inside and out

side the profession. 
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A core belief is that listening, speaking, reading, and writing 

are useful to students, and to anyone else, only to the extent 

that these skills serve individuals' purposes. Courtney Cazden 

expressed this sentiment well: 

The most serious problem facing the language arts curriculum 
today is an imbalance between means and ends--an imbalance 
between too much attention to drill on the component skills of 
l~nguage and literac~ and too little attention to their signi
ficant use. Responding to real or imagined community pressures, 
a~l~ and conscientious teachers all over the country are pro
viding abundant practice in discrete basic skills; while 
classrooms where children are integrating those skills in the 
ser~i?e_of exciting speaking , listening, reading, and writing 
activities are becoming rare exceptions. (1978, p. 681). 

Students, further, deserve worthwhile, and unified, and real 

language experiences from the beginning. Because school isn't a 

dry run for life, the ends of pleasure and usefulness cannot be 

remote. Children's earliest experiences with language must con

vince them of its value. Numerous authorities with diverse 

backgrounds and perspectives have endorsed involvement with 

unfragmented and worthwhile language. Allow me to cite three: 

From Erik Haugaard, Danish author of books for children: 

What is inspiration? ~~ere do ideas come from? Silly ques
tions to which you will only get silly answers . . . The other 
day my son came home with two pages of notes to explain Robert 
Frost's "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening." The "frozen 
lake" was intellect; the "woods" were old age. Then came the 
questions: "When the poet says, 'fill up with snow ' what 
does he mean?" and "When he writes 'darkest evenin~ of the 
year,' what was he thinking?" This is what happens when you 
try to analyze, as if you were in a chemistry lab. A simple, 
lovely verse, you treat it as if it were a crossword puzzle • 

I am afraid that if you tell children that they have to 
be able to read a blue-print bef~re they can take pleasure in 
~he

1
beauty of a building, they will probably think that it 

isn t worth the trouble. Besides, it's a lie. (Root and 
Greenlaw 1979, p. 555). 

From Donald Graves, University of New Hamshire researcher on 

the writing process: 

Spelling is for writing. It is not to develop skills in 
alp~abetizing, recognizing double consonants, or identifying 
af!ixes and inflectional endings. These activities may con
tribute to greater word sense or a wider vocabulary, but the 
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odds are that they do not contribute to greater ~ower_i~ spell-
. Data show that when words are applied in writing, ing .. · Th 
children are more likely to spell them correctly. • .. e_ 
medium of spelling exercises and the spelling of wo~ds in_iso~a
tion on a Friday test may carry the clear message, spelling is 
for exercises, not for writing." They exist as so many pushups 
for the real game that is never played. (1977, P. 90) • 

And from Bruno Bettelheim, child psychologist and author of The 

Uses of Enchantment: 
including the ability to read becomes 
learned to read adds nothing of 

The acquisition of skills, 
devalued when what one has 
importance to one's life ..• 
may enable one later to enrich 
empty promise when the stories 
ing at the moment, are vacuous. 

The idea that learning to ~ead 
one's life is experienced as an 
the child listens to, or is read

(1977, p. 4). 

There is no sound way to separate the language arts from each 

or into htmdreds of component skills, or from other facets 
other, 

school curriculum. Effective language users are not those 
of the 

students who have mastered a body of discrete skills. They are 

the ones who have had whole language directed to them and who have 

h · and out of school environments have responded in kind, w ose in 

stimulated language. They have learned from teachers who empha-· 

size use of language, not study about language, teachers who know 

that commtmication activities integrate language with life. 

k . readi"ng, and writing need social studies, Listening, spea ing, 
· th ani"ng Again I offer supportive math, and science to give em me . 

commentary. 
From Yetta Goodman, Past-President of the National Cotmcil of 

Teachers of English: 
Conclusions from studies focusing on instruction in la~guage 
have raised serious questions about the direct use of ins7ruc
tion to develop greater use of reading and writing; speaking 
and listening. Such studies seem to conclude that th: more 
people read or write; speak and listen, the more proficient . 
they become in the particular aspect of language use. Learn~ng 
specifics about language such as grammar, spelling, and phonics 
may improve scores on tests of grammar, spell~ng an? phonics; 
however, such learning in and of itself has l~t7le ~mpact on 
improved speaking, listening, reading, and writing in the every 
day use of these language processes. (in press) 
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And from Courtney Cazden, Harvard language development scholar: 

Language arts must be integrated into all curriculum areas, and 
language must be meaningfully used throughout the school day. 
That does not mean that there cannot be times for practicing 
language skills. It does mean, however, that the purposeful use 
of those skills can be provided most powerfully outside the 
language arts and in the service of the subject areas of liter
ature, science, social studies, and mathematics •.• The 
school must retain its concept of the whole, tmfragmented 
learner; it must keep intentional activity at the core of the 
process of education; and it must always remember that the 
language arts are the curricultllll area that cannot stand alone. 
Only linguists have language as their subject matter. For the 
rest of us--especially children--language is learned not because 
we want to talk or read or write about language, but because we 
want to talk and read and write about the world. (1978, p. 682) 

A Prototype 

What does a school that embraces these principles look like? I 

will take you on a tour of the school where I worked with future 

teachers tmtil two years ago. Though it serves elementary stu

dents, I will mention nothing that is less applicable to jtmior or 

senior high students. The language arts program rested on the 

simplest of assumptions: people need to listen, speak, read, and 

write about SOMETHING. Rich experiences are the foundation for 

rich language. In this school you could note: 

--telelectures 

--libraries in each classroom as well as a central open-·access 
library 

--a literature-based reading program 

--a photography darkroom created from a storeroom 

--a portable oven on wheels 

--lessons in computer prograrrnnL1g 

--Orff music plus experiences with guitar, piano, recorder, and 
synthesizer 

--a developmental gymnastics program 

--a popcorn business with profits invested in the stock market 

--oceanography, space science, human anatomy, and birding pro-
jects, plus an annual science fair 

--a greenhouse 

--regular creative drama sessions 
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--a foreign language program 

--typewrite rs 

--a world newspaper collection 

--a weather station 

--special interest groups for chess, knitting, macrame, model 
building, lapidary, stamp collecting, and so on 

--all-school events such as paper drives, a Halloween carnival, 
and a track meet 

--additional experiences which took students off the school 
campus to visit geologic formations, historical 
sights, and businesses. 

All of these experiences are the source from which language 

springs. Besides helping students to achieve objectives in the 

sciences, mathematics, music, physical education, and social 

studies, such activities provide the content for listening, speak

ing, reading, and writing. I will illustrate specific language 

outcomes using the first school activity mentioned. Note the 

integrated and purposeful use of language, 

A telelecture requires a regular telephone with amplifiers. It 

is used to call upon resource people--often authors and illustra

tors of children's and adolescents' trade books--but in this 

instance a former astronaut. The students (1) read library and 

Space Center materials on space science, (2) viewed films on the 

United States space program and on the creation of the solar sys

tem, (3) filed application papers to obtain moon rocks from the 

Space Center, (4) invited a geologist to be a guest speaker, (5) 

wrote a business letter to the astronaut making arrangements to 

phone, (6) developed interview questions, (7) evaluated and refin

ed the questions, (8) role played the interview, (9) invited other 

classes to the interview, (10) placed the phone call, (11) wrote 

a thank you letter, (12) debriefed using an audio-tape of the 

telephone call, (13) added the tape to the school library, and 

(14) prepared an article about the experience for the school news

paper. 

Far more remarkable than the physical resources of this school 

•are its human resouces. Most projects require a minimum of money 
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and a maximum of resourcefulness and professional dedication. 

Paper drives and school carnivals can 1 so ve money problems, but it 
is teachers who provide the rarer and more central resource: 
inspiration to make language alive for students. Fortunately, 
enthusiasm in the school is contagious, and its students are a 

never-ending source of excitement. 

Michael Halliday (1973) has remarked that buried beneath the 

suffocating heaps of kits, spellers, basals, and scope and 

sequence charts are students eager to breathe to read t ·t , , o wr1 e, 
to escape. Teachers who know students, who know language, who 

think, are most certainly yearning for their freedom too. 

Perspectives which take us to the learner, b d h eyon t e classroom, 
to other cultures, to the range of educational levels, to other 

disciplines, to other facets of th h 1 e sc oo curriculum, to other 

times, and to other organizations both within and outside our 

profession help us to put 1 1 era anguage, reading, and writing to-
gether and to relate them all to life, 

That teachers will share such perspectives is my hope for the 

eighties and, if truth be known, for decades beyond. 
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ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS: 
PRE-WRITING FOR THESIS DISCOVERY AS A CLASSROOM ACTIVITY 

By Gayle Gaskill 

The first thing many of us look for when we mark our college or 

high school student's expository papers is a firm, concise thesis 

statement, the analytical opinion about a specific topic which 

predicts, unifies, and controls the essay from its clear initial 

appearance in the first papagraph to its unmistakable final reit

eration in the last. "The central idea, or thesis, is your 

essay's like and spirit," Sheridan Baker promises, advising fresh

man to "take a stand, make a judgement of value ... Don't be 

timid." 1 Even Ken Macrorie, whose innovative classes shake off the 

restraints of a formal outline, insists that "any piece of writing 

needs a point .. that could be pursued with genuine curios-

ity. 112 Stating that judgmental point clearly and without 

timidity is a student's main business in pre-writing--but it's 

usually the most difficult part of the writing process. It is 

also the most essential part. If we skip pre-writing, our writers 

flounder in a sea of data or cling desperately to inflated 

cliches, but if we hurry it by distributing readymade theses, we 

simply push their "difficulties or pre-writing into the writing 

stage," as James McCrimmon observes in his well known discussion 
3 of the process. Though we dare not neglect pre-writing, we can 

efficiently shape it by inventing specific, productive questions 

in class discussions. I find that beginning writers can best dis

cover their own thesis statements during directed, in-class 

pre-writing sessions focused on a thesis question. 

The Thesis Question 

The thesis question is an analytical, heuristic approach to a 

thesis assertion; it suits essays of personal experience, litera

ture, and library research, as well as business and technical 

reports. In a literature class, discussions of texts frequently 

become extended pre-writing exercises with a projected essay as a 

goal. Though it eventually becomes a paradigm for the student's 

private pre-writing, the thesis question functions primarily as 
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